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since it will anyway be uninitialized). In the above example the memory has only 8 bytes but it is considered to be larger than 8 bytes because the byte at 0x0011 is
initialized. Therefore when you reference 0x0011 and you use the & operator you have to mark the memory at 0x0011 as overlap which can be done with __m128i

_0x0011 = _mm_set_epi32(0x0011, 0x0011, 0x0011, 0x0011); We have to decide the alignment of the memory and there is a binary search to find the best one. After that
we have to decide the size of the array, two situations: If the array is small enough we can write the array in a single function. We need to check that by using a memcmp
which returns 0 if the two arrays are equal. if (sizeof(enum_type) sizeof(mata_type) && n > 8 * sizeof(enum_type)){... } If the array is large enough then we want to spill it
out to another function, we can see that the array is large enough if the difference between sizeof(enum_type) and sizeof(mata_type) is over the lower 8-bit. /* size of mata
array in bytes */ static const size_t mask_array_size = (size_t)((int) sizeof(enum_type) - 1); /* maximum number of elements in the matrix */ static const size_t max_matas

= sizeof(enum_type) / sizeof(enum_type) * sizeof(matas[0]); /* maximum number of matas we are allowed to spill in this loop */ static const size_t max_matas_sp
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data with use of hashtable I have the following data:
Data: after the second for loop, the structure inside
the variable mem is: Mem { // [0] // [5] // [6] // [7] //
[0,5] // [6,7] // [5,7] // [0,6,7] // [0,5,6,7] } And what I
want is: Mem { // [0] // [1] // [2] // [3] // [0,1] // [2,3] //
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